Elderly couple beaten, robbed

BY JOHAN BERGENNAS

The Daily Iowan

A couple was attacked and robbed Monday afternoon near a retail store, according to police.

The suspects allegedly broke into the couple's vehicle, 15th and First Ave., threatened them with a handgun, and demanded money and personal documents.

The couple, who were Shops 8th and First Ave., were not injured.

Police have released a description of the suspects: they are two men, between 20 and 30 years old, approximately six feet tall, of medium build, who fled the scene.

The suspects are described as Black, wearing a black hoodie, black pants, and dark-colored shoes.

Anyone with information is asked to contact the Iowa City Police Department at 335-4111.

---

The world

BY J.K. PERRY

The Daily Iowan

A year ago, Norma Winkle's 80-year-old daughter was in the zone of death, fighting terminal brain cancer. Now her daughter is in hospice, and she is close to death.

A neighbor told Winkle about a woman who shared her love by embracing others to heal their suffering. Mata Amritanandamayi - she called Amma - is a spiritual leader from India who spreads her unconditional love throughout the world.

For the 92-year-old Winkle, who shared her love by hugging one of the more than 20 million people worldwide she has touched, there's a reason for the man who shared her love by hugging one of the more than 20 million people worldwide she has touched.

---
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The Daily Iowan
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U.S. advisers discover face of Liberian misery

BY GLENN MCKENZIE

Associated Press

MONROVIA, Liberia - U.S. military advisers came face to face Wednesday with the dreadful cost of Liberia's war when a group of those advisers discovered a camp of hundreds of people forced to live in crowded camps, suffering from hunger and disease.

The group, which was part of a larger team sent to Liberia to gather intelligence, saw the camp on the outskirts of the capital, Monrovia.

The site, known as 'the camp of the dead,' was filled with hundreds of people who had been forced to live in crowded camps, suffering from hunger and disease.

The group, which was part of a larger team sent to Liberia to gather intelligence, saw the camp on the outskirts of the capital, Monrovia.

The site, known as 'the camp of the dead,' was filled with hundreds of people who had been forced to live in crowded camps, suffering from hunger and disease.
Event ponders child labor

BY ANNE SHUPPY

The many complications of child labor questions were discussed and debated by leading human rights and child labor scholars from around the world Thursday and Wednesday in a UC Center for Human Rights colloquium.

The three-day event, which will conclude today, included detailed analysis of issues such as the definition of detrimental child labor, effects of governmental human rights policies, and the role of international human rights law. A central theme of the colloquium was "Using the Human Rights Framework to Combat Abusive and Exploitative Child Labor," a research project that will examine the global picture and develop a tool for child labor.

The colloquium was the first major activity of the Child Labor Research Initiative, which was created following the 2004 appointment of Cheryl Birk, a professor of international relations, to the newly established Human Rights Center.

"The question now is, 'How can we use this tool that has developed over 50 years to promote human dignity?'" she said. "The child labor initiative will look at it in 2005." Birk said the initiative will include a study of the extent of child labor in the modern world and how the tools brought to bear for gun control and drug control can be employed for child labor.

The amended petition also stated that as a result of the attack, the victim has "suffered damage" for which they are entitled to compensation. The amended petition also stated that as a result of the attack, the victim has "suffered damage" for which they are entitled to compensation.

By Inga Beyer

Suit against radio station amended

Owners of the local Donor's Choice subdivision submitted an amended petition stating that someone made a call to the station that incited a riot.

Michael and Stacy Cowan sued River City Communications LLC, Station 92, and Terrance Rock, a soon-to-be-licensed station on the air in the downtown area, for whom Rock was paid a radio personality.

The amended petition stated that the call was made to the station on the air in the downtown area, for whom Rock was paid a radio personality.
Chicago porch culture hangs on

BY PHONGE LE
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Chicago's famed porches may not hang on much longer unless they're given new lease on life, Mayor Richard M. Daley said Sunday.

"Not only have the porches contributed to our urban landscape," said Tom Esposito of the Chicago Architecture Foundation, "but they serve as a great place for people to get to know their neighbors, for they're the heart of our urban landscape." They're such a notable part of our urban landscape, said Tom Esposito of the Chicago Architecture Foundation, "The time has come to give the porches a place in our urban landscape, to give them the respect they deserve." But the city's beloved porch culture may carry on.

The porch becomes as a public space, said Katherine Cerridyn, the executive director of the Chicago Preservation Trust. "They're designed for public space, for the people: to hang out, to sit, to talk, to laugh, to enjoy the outdoors," she said.

The porch collapse, which took place in July, was "a wake-up call," said Jerry Wallis, a member of the Chicago Historical Society. "It's up to us to make sure they don't happen again," he said. "Porches are part of our urban landscape, and we need to protect them." But some porches may be saved.

Wallis and other preservationists are working with the city's Department of Planning and Development to create a "porch preservation" program. The city will offer grants to homeowners who want to restore or renovate their porches. But Wallis warns that it will take time to see results.

"The Chicago porch is a part of our history, our heritage," said Wallis. "We need to preserve it for future generations." The city has already designated several porches as "historic," with plans to add more.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Edwards the best candidate to win the White House

Elizabeth Edwards told us that John Edwards is a shelter for hardworking victims and he and I, and she will fight for him and he worked in tackle rolls in 20 years, and his mother's last job was in the post office. His parents told him that people who worked hard to achieve their dreams. John Edwards took their lesson in the Senate where he has been fighting for justice and better schools and working to protect civil rights and laws. I am saying that Edwards is fighting for people in the most important campaign in America. Since he was in the Senate, he has been fighting for justice and better schools. John Edwards is fighting for the people who worked hard to achieve their dreams. I am saying that Edwards is a shelter for hardworking victims and he and I, and she will fight for him and he worked in tackle rolls in 20 years, and his mother's last job was in the post office. His parents told him that people who worked hard to achieve their dreams. John Edwards took their lesson in the Senate where he has been fighting for justice and better schools and working to protect civil rights and laws. Edwards is the best candidate to win the White House.

Editorial

U.S. should step up with troops in Liberia

One only needs to remember the tragedy of Rwanda to understand the harm that can be done when the U.S. withdraws from African nations.

Last U.N. forces withdrew in 1995, and today, Somalia remains under threat from al-Qaeda and engaged in violence.

Leery of becoming entangled in another war, the United States remained largely silent during the 1994 Rwandan genocide, in which approximately 800,000 people were slaughtered.

Many experts, including former President Clinton, agree that a major nation in Iowa City, has shown that the United States did not do enough to stop Rwanda. Had the United States intervened, a large portion of that nation's tragedy might have been prevented.

As President Bush announced Africa, pledging greater American involvement in helping to solve the continent's woes, the American government has the opportunity to demonstrate for all the world that it intends to make good on these promises.

Should the armed forces of the United States be committed to a genuine peacekeeping mission, it is possible that some of the conflicts in Africa will be resolved. When a consulting humanitarian president, the Bush administration should look to America's failures in Rwanda, as opposed to Somalia. In the face of crisis will reflect poorly on America's international involvement and will likely exacerbate the suffering of the Liberian people.

Letters to the Editor

Letter

DO YOU AGREE WITH EVERY OPINION ON THIS PAGE?

If so, don't send a letter. Otherwise, tell us why you think, Sound off at daily-iowan.com

Am I, Justice for all

In my memory, the guy who sits in front of me in ninth grade American history is John Edwards and a Metallia T-shirt. It's a black shirt, faded a bit, that says "Metallia" in jangled handwriting. And on the back it says, in letters designed to look like spray paint, "JUSTICE." They meant Rosie the Riveter, flexing her muscle to say that liberty and justice meant, and should not exceed 600 words in length. A brief according to space considerations. Letters

LAURA CROSSOTT

Call it "The Somali System Atrocities" Under mounting international pressure, the Bush administration has been trying to end the conflict in Somalia and provide aid to the civilian population. In this new administration, the President has been active in Somalia and has shown a commitment to ending the conflict. However, the United Nations remains under threat from al-Qaeda and engaged in violence.

Liberia

The United States, still a stable nation, American forces faced the last U.N. forces withdrew in 1995, and today, Somalia remains under threat from al-Qaeda and engaged in violence.
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Cool reception for Bush in S. Africa

BUSH
Continued from Page 1

...to another human being, "we would not but receive you as a son and an honored guest," adding: "We're greatly strengthened in the knowledge that we have not left you partner and friend." If one were to ask Bush aboutershah about his relationship with Mbski, he would probably respond, "I want to share the same outlook." Bush and Mbeki have been working together for several years and it is said to be a most unusual and productive relationship. Bush has not only encouraged Mbeki to continue the nation's economic reform but also has been very supportive of his work to end apartheid and bring democracy to South Africa. In fact, during his visit to South Africa last year, Bush participated in a meeting with South African President Thabo Mbeki and other officials to discuss ways to accelerate the pace of democratic change and economic reform in the country.

Call for peacekeepers renewed

LIBERIA
Continued from Page 1

...water-flooded Highway by walking stop beaches. The hospital pre- viously had only one real car in Liberia, and during the most recent fighting, civilians and
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Two men charged in motel robbery

ROBBERY
Continued from Page 1

...a class B felony punishable by up to 20 years in prison, and Victor Dominguez, an assistant Adams County attorney. The suspects are each being held in the Adams County Jail on $30,000 bonds. The suspects are each being held in the Adams County Jail on $30,000 bonds.
The Missing Peace is officially missing

Turning 50 with betrayal, sex, war, etc.

By DJANA ROPFMAN

In a bizarre mix of total shock and long-foreseen inevitability, the owners of art gallery The Missing Peace, 600 S. Dubuque St., have decided the space will be closed after 12 years of operation. The owners cited expenses, a lack of business, and a need for a huge renovation. They described their space as "a real loss for Iowa City and the region." The gallery was a place where people could go to "enjoy the working with each other and make people happy," said a former employee.

The harsh reality was that the gallery was not sustainable. Its owners were left with no other option but to close its doors after 12 years, which range from arts to theater. The space will be available for rent, and the owners have been working on it for several years.

By PETER MADDEN
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U.S. snares 2 top Iraqis

BY PAUL HAVEN
ASSOCIATE PRESS

BAGHDAD — U.S. forces captured two senior Iraqi military leaders Wednesday, in a success that built on earlier hints that information was emerging from a Central Command pipeline.

Meanwhile, in Washington, Democratic Senators sharply questioned the Bush administration's handling of the Iraq occupation Wednesday and repeated their demands for an independent Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld to resign amid a continuing debate in the Senate over the impact on the armed forces of the U.S. military presence there.

"We are extremely disturbed about the mess in the Army," said Sen. Jack Reed, D-R.I., a veteran of the Army's Vietnam era. "We need a shake-up of the Army's leadership...

Iowa U.S. military officials are questioning the release of the estimated 7,000 prisoners held in Iraq, most on suspicion of involvement in terrorism. Palestinian officials argue that a mass release of prisoners; one that the test was recent.

Meanwhile, in Washington, perhaps his occupation forces would con- contribute to the "road map" to peace.

Secretary Donald Rumsfeld's upcoming Senate Intelligence Committee hearing would have to wait for the "road map," that test is a sharp contrast to previous Pentagon statements that the occupation force could be quickly and cut to around 40,000 soldiers, and also is more specific than Bush administration officials have been in recent statements.

South Korea receives much of its intelligence on North Korea from the United States, which runs satellites and surveillance aircraft to gather information.

Kwon Yongduk, the intelligence service chief in South Korea, said his country had been aware of similar tests over the past decade.

South Korea's National Intelligence Service said in its report. South Korea had been aware of similar tests in recent months.

The development is likely to raise concerns in Japan, South Korea and nuclear experts from North Korea's neighbors about Pyongyang's possible nuclear intentions.

Meanwhile, the United States has not yet been able to make the "road map" work.

U.S. -Egyptians try to mediate impressively

JERUSALEM (AP) — U.S. and Egyptian mediators and sealing with Israel and the Palestinians Wednesday wrangled in a meeting aimed at least to turn up the heat. It was the first cease-fire.

Top Israeli and Palestinian officials both expressed confidence in the "road map" after the meeting. But both said the other side had not done enough. There was no mention of the "road map" in the statement. Arizona government of Palestinian Prime Minister. Benjamin Netanyahu.

Israel has decided to release an estimated 400 Palestinians. But in the United States has not yet released them, but noted that the "road map" was not a substitute for action.

The United States has not yet released any Palestinians. The United States has not yet released any Palestinians.
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quote of the day

In the 1992 case of Planned Parenthood v. Casey, the court preserved the worst abomination of constitutional law in our history: Roe v. Wade.

-Dan Hopkinson

horoscopes

Thursday, July 19, 2001

Aries (March 21-April 19): Don't sit around — this is a day for action. Your star is shining. You've got a wonderful opportunity to learn some new information. You'll be able to communicate very well with others today. There will be lots of implications, and something you've been thinking about will demonstrate itself in your professional dealings.

Taurus (April 20-May 20): This is a day to keep your options open. It's a good day to plan something in the future, so be sure to have some backup plans ready.

Cancer (June 21-July 22): You have a lot of freedom today, but you need to be careful not to overextend yourself. You may want to consider taking a break from some of your responsibilities.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): You can turn this into a very creative day. If you put your mind to it, you can do some amazing things.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A situation today may be clarified, and you'll begin to see your thoughts, goals and intentions clearly. You may want to take care of any problems before they become too big.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You can make a change when it comes to your work. Aggressively pursue whatever it is you want to do. You can be happy with the results.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): You'll be getting into something you've been avoiding. Don't refuse to confront the problem. You'll be happy with the results.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): It's important for you to get and stay on top of new information today. A change of friendship is required. Make sure for those people with whom you're interested.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You're doing a lot of things right now, but you need to be careful not to get too involved in everything. You may need to take a step back.

PISCES (Feb. 19-Mar. 20): Your financial situation is rapidly being blown out of proportion. You need to take care of any money matters now.

DILBERT by Scott Adams
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Baker

Continued from Page 12

The same quality that has been a hallmark of his career, and has made him a player that most people want to play with, is his ability to manage in tight situations. "When a guy is under pressure, whether it's in the dugout or on the mound or in the locker room, he doesn't lack confidence," said teammate Royce Clayton. "He's got a great deal of self-confidence, and that's a big part of his makeup." Baker has a cool head under pressure, and a cool head can be a valuable asset in any situation. He is a great manager, and he has a great deal of respect for his players, which is why they are willing to follow him. He is a great leader, and a great leader is someone who can inspire his team to do great things. He is a great inspiration, and a great inspiration is someone who can motivate his team to do great things. He is a great motivator, and a great motivator is someone who can inspire his team to do great things. He is a great motivator, and a great motivator is someone who can inspire his team to do great things.

Top horse competition sidelined by shots

CHAMPIONS

Continued from Page 12

The Maryland-bred horses were expected to compete this week in the Lexington Junior League Rose Bowl at the Red Mile, according to the breed's Triple Crown. The injured horses were brought to the track for a routine examination, but were not expected to return to competition for several weeks. The Maryland-bred horses were expected to compete this week in the Lexington Junior League Rose Bowl at the Red Mile, according to the breed's Triple Crown. The injured horses were brought to the track for a routine examination, but were not expected to return to competition for several weeks.
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SPORTS

Armstrong up to second after first team time trial

BY JOHN LIEBERST

SAINT-DIZIER, France — Lance Armstrong did another masterful job of finishing second in the Tour de France team trial on Saturday.

Blessed with a extended, 100-mile potential time trial scoring in every discipline, Armstrong knew his team had a chance to win its fifth-straight title at the prestigious Alps tour.

"Last year, and in previous years, we didn't win the team trial, and it was a major obstacle feeling at the dinner table," Armstrong said.

"We were talking ourselves why we couldn't do it, so this time we just said, 'Come on, let's make it happen,'" he added.

"We've got to do this." The dinner table tonight." Armstrong said.

U.S. Postal won in 3 hours, 18 minutes, 27 seconds, a new record that began in Aix-en-Provence on a hot, sunny day.

The team held a load of 20 seconds over the second-place ONCE team and 43 seconds over the third-placed team of Buncha, both squad have riders who could threaten Armstrong's quest for another title.

In 2002, U.S. Postal was second in the team time trial, 16 seconds behind ONCE.

"It took us four years to win," Hinckley said. "Today is a great day for us.

"Until now, Armstrong had largely saved his strength, trying to avoid accidents in the relatively flat and fast early stages. The time trial was a way to build a lead over his rivals before the three-week Tour heads into the Alps on Sunday.

Armstrong, who made the mountains, is seeking to match Spanish great Miguel Indurain's record of five-straight wins.

"It's the same deal," Pena said.

"It's a hard discipline." Armstrong added. "We can win."
APARTMENT FOR RENT

351-8404 • OPEN SAT. 10 - 3
SIDE • by New Life, 2 BR, lofted, 2 cat!e, secure, indoor parking. $1,650-$1,910/ month. • Hilton His. • 2 BR by Ottumwa High School. • $660 one month security deposit. • Villaw Ave. • 2 BR by Denny School. • 3 BR, #415 West, 3rd St., Coralville. • $750. Heafwaler paid. • Old Guild & 2 BR by UIHC, OW, CIA. • $580 one month security deposit. • Orest • 2 BR & 3 BM. 3 bills, 1 pet, cats ok. $580. • 320 E. Building • 1 BR, loft, Studio. • $620. Heafwaler paid. • Washington St. • duplex. Upper 2 BR, new appliances, huge deck. • $670. • Sycamore • 1 BR, pets ok. • $450. • Sycamore • brand new 2 BR, garages, WID, Now and Fall. • $500, $525, $540.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

950 N. Bolton • 3 BR/2 BA. $850. Rent varies, half of Security deposit. • 315 W. Belmont • 2 BR & 1 BA. • $575. • Old Guild & 1 BR, 1 pet, cats ok. • $491. • 320 E. Building • 1 BR, loft, Studio. • $620. • Washington St. • duplex. Upper 2 BR, new appliances, huge deck. • $670. • Sycamore • 1 BR, pets ok. • $450. • Sycamore • brand new 2 BR, garages, WID, Now and Fall. • $500, $525, $540.

www.barkerapartments.com

NOW LEASING FOR JUNE, JULY & AUGUST

NOW LEASING FOR JUNE, JULY & AUGUST

HERITAGE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
IMMEDIATE FALL LEASING
1-2 bedroom • OPEN SAT. 10-3
SIDE • by New Life. 2 BR, lofted, 2 cats, secure, indoor parking. $1,650-$1,910/ month. • Hilton His. • 2 BR by Ottumwa High School. • $660 one month security deposit. • Villaw Ave. • 2 BR by Denny School. • 3 BR, #415 West, 3rd St., Coralville. • $750. • Old Guild & 2 BR by UIHC, OW, CIA. • $580 one month security deposit. • Orest • 2 BR & 3 BM. 3 bills, 1 pet, cats ok. $580. • 320 E. Building • 1 BR, loft, Studio. • $620. • Washington St. • duplex. Upper 2 BR, new appliances, huge deck. • $670. • Sycamore • 1 BR, pets ok. • $450. • Sycamore • brand new 2 BR, garages, WID, Now and Fall. • $500, $525, $540.
Bryant taken to hospital after being accused

BY COLLEEN SLEVIN

EAGLE, Colo. — One of the dramatics — the man steering
Kobe Bryant and Wilt Chamberlain to the hospital after the
seven-time NBA All-Star had been shot in the head.

Doug Drugg, a detective with the Eagle County Sheriff's
Department, refused to say why Bryant was taken to Vail
Valley Hospital in Glenwood Springs early July 25.

"We make contact with a suspect with any type of case
that requires further investigation, then we would transport
them at any time," he said.
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Then there was a flyout to left field, also
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the Athletics to victory.
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Chicago Cubs first baseman Sammy Sosa crashes into the side of Wrigley Field in Chicago Wednesday after a
catching a fly ball off the bat of Florida Marlins' Brian Pinto in the third inning.

Mysterious substance sidesteps four in context

BY MURRAY EVANS

LEXINGTON, Ky. — A
champion show horse and its
costliest of all, according to
the American saddlebred industry's world of
horses and jockeys.

While the protests
are ongoing, no secrets have been
made public yet, especially in
two other parts of the story:

Bryant is accused of
each other's domestic violence.
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